In 2008, Conficker became the latest Microsofttargeting worm to wreak havoc across corporate
IT networks. The worm spreads most rapidly in
environments where there is widespread use of
removable storage devices such as USB drives,
which carry the infection. Brooklands College,
in the South East of the UK, experienced an
outbreak that resulted in every single machine
becoming infected. When its existing anti-virus
could not solve the problem, Brooklands called
on Sophos to clean up its network and prevent
further outbreaks.
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The Conficker worm, also known as ‘Downadup’, first
surfaced in November 2008 and has infected thousands
of business networks since then. The infection attacks
unpatched computers by exploiting weak passwords and
USB storage devices.

Business Challenge

“Conficker is really
nasty. It spreads
quickly and puts
a lot of strain
on the network –
the previous
solution just
couldn’t handle it.”
Peter Dietsch
Senior Support Engineer,
Brooklands College
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The widespread use of USB drives by students
has meant that schools and colleges have
been particularly badly affected by the worm.
At Brooklands, the outbreak was so bad that
every single machine on the network – 2,556
computers in total – were at one point infected.
In addition to the security concerns – Conficker automatically
disables security settings to enable remote control of
infected computers – the infection causes a secondary
problem of massively increased network traffic. Affected
machines are recruited into a botnet (a network of machines
that is used to send spam and launch denial of service
attacks). The increase in traffic that this generates was so
substantial at Brooklands that its internet service provider
raised concerns.
Although the existing solution at Brooklands was able to
detect the Conficker worm, it was unable to permanently
remove the infections – the only solution at the time was
to remove every single machine from the network and
individually disinfect them, which would have resulted in
an estimated four months of work.
“At one point we had 600 support calls logged in a queue,”
said Peter Dietsch – Senior Support Engineer at Brooklands
College. “Although we desperately required a fix, in the
education environment, cost is a very sensitive issue –
and we were also concerned as we had not long renewed
our contract with the existing vendor. We turned to Sophos,
not just because they had the technology solution, but
were also flexible with regards to our various existing
support agreements.”

Technology Solution
Brooklands College has rolled out the Sophos
Endpoint Security and Data Protection solution
across the entire network in a simple migration
process, with the first 1,000 machines being
switched to Sophos in less than four days.
“Aside from being easy to deploy, the central console of the
solution provides an overview of where new infections are
coming from, this helps us shift towards prevention, rather
than cure,” continued Dietsch. “The best side-effect was
that network performance improved dramatically, not just
as a result of reduced load from the removal of Conficker,
but also because older machines weren’t slowed down by
Sophos’s memory requirements.”
Sophos's Endpoint Security and Data Protection is a
comprehensive security solution, integrating anti-virus,
anti-spyware, host intrusion prevention, firewall and
Network Access Control (NAC) to block viruses and spyware,
as well as ensure that computers are running authorised
up-to-date software and adhere to network policies.
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With Endpoint Security and Data Protection, computers,
laptops or tablets – which are becoming increasingly
popular in the classroom – are assessed to check if they
are incorrectly patched or have the firewall disabled before
they can access the network. The administrator can choose
to configure the solution to ensure that vulnerabilities on
machines trying to access the network are automatically
fixed before allowing network access, or to simply block
non-compliant computers.
The endpoint solution does not require additional hardware.
One automated console provides a single point from which
to deploy, update and report on anti-virus, anti-spyware,
firewall, and NAC protection, detecting malware, adware,
suspicious files and behaviour, and unauthorised software.

An additional feature of Endpoint and Security
and Data Protection is application control, which
gives administrators control over applications –
such as games, social networking or file-sharing –
that could cause security, productivity or even
legal issues in the school environment.
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“At one point we
were working
12-14 hours a day
7 days a week.
As soon as we
rolled out the
Sophos solution, the
volume of helpdesk
calls relating to
Conficker dropped
dramatically.”

Education establishments are challenged
by tight budgets, limited resources and the
requirement to maintain safe, productive
learning environments.
The obvious benefit of the Sophos installation at Brooklands
is that the initial Conficker outbreak was brought immediately
under control and, in addition, the performance of the
network noticeably improved, resolving the concerns raised by
Brookland’s ISP. “At one point we were working 12-14 hours
a day 7 days a week. As soon as we rolled out the Sophos
solution, the volume of helpdesk calls relating to Conficker
dropped dramatically,” adds Dietsch. “Something that had
concerned me was that some of the older, less powerful
machines would begin to run slowly with the new endpoint
solution in place, but there were no performance issues at all.”
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